
Working in Technology Means 

Expanding the Imaginations of Your Clients. 

And the Ones of Your Company   

Senior Technical Consultant

Syndigo/Riversand (all genders)

Parsionate advises companies, unlocks their potential and works with them to invent entirely

new solutions – all on the basis of data and what it has to o�er. We call this data leadership.

We leverage our expertise to focus on the bene�ts and successes we generate for our

customers and partners, which is exactly why Parsionate works end-to-end: we are by our

customers’ side from strategy development to full technological implementation. All this is



what our more than 200 experts are working on at our Parsionate locations across Europe.

Why not join the team?

What you can expect:

You support (architectural

consulting and conception) in the

implementation of MDM, PIM and

PXM solutions for our customers

You de�ne and realize processes,

work�ows and the integration of

systems and components in the

�eld of master data and product

information management as well

as data quality management

You develop and implement

solutions based on the

Riversand/Syndigo MDM platform

- either independently or in a

team, depending on the

complexity

Planning and conduction of

workshops based on a proven

consulting methodology

You take responsibility in the

parsionate team to achieve the

business goals of our customers

As an experienced

consultant/architect personality,

you support our young

professionals with advice or also

act as a sparring partner

Your skillset:

You have a (technical) university

degree, e.g. in computer science,

business informatics, industrial

engineering or business

administration with a focus on

computer science or comparable

training

You have at least 4 years of

experience as an IT consultant,

software architect or software

engineer

You ideally have experience in the

implementation and integration of

standard software solutions

You have deep knowledge in Java

and Java technologies, JavaScript

(Node.js, Polymer), JSON / XML

technologies, Web Services

(RESTful) and the use of CI/CD

environments

You are �uent in written and

spoken German and English

You have a high sense of initiative,

strong analytical and conceptual

skills, strong communication skills,

persuasiveness and assertiveness

You know how to act responsible,

reliable and �exible in the team

A high sense of quality and

personal engagement 

parsionate GmbH



Helen Roth

Motorstraße 25

70499 Stuttgart

working@parsionate.com

Jetzt Bewerben

https://parsionate-gmbh.onlyfy.jobs/apply/llfr0pdvle3u220t4ftyu0ll9el33un

